
The government takes action to curb
legal migration

The government is taking action to reduce legal migration. The main Opposition
parties do  not want to cu back substantially on migration.

• Cutting the number of visa applications across skilled worker, health and care
and sponsored study by 25 per cent. Thanks to the changes to visa rules, visa
applications across skilled worker, health and care and sponsored study were down
by 25 per cent in January to April 2024 compared to last year (Home Office,
Official Statistics, 22 May 2024, link).

• Bringing down the number of student dependents applying for visas by 80 per
cent, ensuring net migration comes down to sustainable levels. The latest data
shows just 8,300 student dependents applied for visas in January to April 2024, a
reduction of 80 per cent, down from 38,900 in the same period in 2023 (Home
Office, Official Statistics, 22 May 2024, link).

• Driving down the number of health and care visa applications by 76 per cent this
year, as we stick to our plan to deliver sustainable staffing levels in our NHS
without relying on foreign workers. In January to April 2024, 12,400 people
applied for a health and care skilled worker visa, down by 76 per cent compared to
the same period last year when applications were at 119,600 (Home Office, Official
Statistics, 22 May 2024, link).

• Ensuring 300,000 people who came to the UK last year will not be able to come
under our new visa rules, securing a more sustainable level of immigration for the
long term. In December 2023 the government  announced a plan to cut migration
levels and curb abuse of the immigration system. Together, this will mean 300,000
people who came to the UK last year would now not be able to come (HO, Fact Sheet,
1 February 2024, link; Hansard, 25 May 2023, HCWS 800, link; Home Office, News
Story, 2 January 2023, link).

• Changing the rules for international students and dependents as of 2024, helping
to reduce net migration by an estimated 140,000. Students can bring economic
contribution to the UK but should not be at the expense of our commitment to the
public to lower overall migration and ensure that migration to the UK is highly
skilled, providing the most benefit and helping grow the economy (Hansard, 25 May
2023, HCWS 800, link; Home Office, News Story, 2 January 2023, link).

Free Market Roadshow – Legatum
Institute

You can find my interview starting at 5:00:00. I gave a talk to Legatum
setting out the need for change at the Bank of England. I highlighted their
wrong models, poor forecasting of inflation, excessive money creation and
their more recent wrongly conceived Quantitative tightening. They have taken
over fiscal policy with their huge cash demands on taxpayers to pay their
losses.
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My speech on Too many wars

Some years ago I was asked to speak to the local British Legion. Whilst
praising them for the sacrifices our armed services have made, I chose to
speak about how we could and should fight fewer  wars. We can learn from past
wars which were not all well judged.

Last Friday I was asked to speak to local Conservatives about Defence at a
lunch. I returned to the theme.

I made clear I do believe as we want peace we need to prepare for war. There
are nasty enemies around who only respect force and think again if we deter.

I also made clear my admiration for the sacrifices of my parents generation
to see off a major threat to our island home from Germany and to go on with
the USA to liberate western Europe.  So too to our armed forces who evicted
Argentina from the Falklands and helped free Kuwait.

The loss and sacrifice made in Afghanistan was great but it was undermined by
the USA ‘s overhasty surrender of the base and airport that was a commitment
and support for the domestic police and army of the Afghan state. Take it
away and the Taliban swept to power undoing many of the reforms and
improvements. The USA must too look back on Viet Nam with a heavy heart.

I have published the slides I made for the talk. These set out how  the  UK
should build its strength. Wars depend not  just on armed service personnel
but also on the ability of a country at war to feed its population and make
its armaments and necessities of daily life. There is much more to be done to
grow our own food , produce our own steel and timber, and fabricate our own
weapons.

Visit to WADE day care centre
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I visited Wade in Wokingham to talk to the users of the Centre and to thank
the staff. It was a flower arranging day when I visited with some lovely
blooms available for display. Wade makes a good contribution to our
community, enriching the lives of the elderly who go there for company and
activities.

Too many wars
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John Redwood won a free place at Kent College, Canterbury, and graduated from
Magdalen College Oxford. He is a Distinguished fellow of All Souls, Oxford.
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